Environmental and safety
Quality policy

Parramon Exportap SL

Parramon Exportap SL it’s a family-owned Company that produces and manufactures natural cork
stoppers for still wine, distillated wine, oils and vinegars, also manufactures cork’s micro granulate.
Parramon Exportap SL considers the quality as a major factor for the satisfaction of their customers.
To achieve the highest satisfaction of their customers, the company always works under the concept
of a continuous improvement and has involved all the members of the staff to provide ideas for
preventing problems and have better improvements, and the company also held almost everybody
responsible of the quality control of the product.

The management of the company considers essential to have a management policy and associated
undertakings, to assure:
- That the manufactured stoppers meet the corresponding requirements.
- That all the defects’ preventive measures are taken.
- That all the nonconformities are analyzed and the corrective and preventive actions are done.
- That we all work being respectful with the environment, preventing the pollution resulting of the
environmental aspects generated consequently of our activity. And we constantly change the machines for innovative and clean resources within our possibilities to always have improvements.
- That a training to potentiate the versatility of the stuff and to increase their safety is provided.
- That we all work following the prevention delegate’s indications to achieve a maximum safety in the
workplaces.
- That a training about quality, environment and personal safety at all levels is promoted with plans
of training.
- That we assure a compliance of laws and requirements of application and other requirements that
Parramon Exportap could be subscribed.

- That we never participate in illegal logging nor illegal trading of cork, wood nor other forest
products.
- That we never participate in human rights’ or tradition violations in forestry operations.
- That high values of conservation are not destroyed.
- That we never participate in the significant translation of woods into cultivation or in non-forestry
uses.
- That we never introduce genetically modified organisms in forestry operations.
- That we never violate any essential agreement of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work, 1998.

Parramon Exportap is also compromised to work protecting the environment and follow the
required legislation. For us it’s more important that our providers of cork plates have a FSC certificate to assure a certified prime material, and for that reason, we consider our providers’ selection if
they are companies with a FSC certificate.
Furthermore, to prevent sexual harassment cases and harassment based on gender, we declare zero
tolerance on any behavior constituting a sexual harassment and/or based on gender. We also assure
the confidentiality in front of this cases, and a protection if there was a revenge.
Our main goals for this 2018 are: see Annex

All members of Parramon Exportap are involved in these ideas, and when our cork stoppers arrive to
our customers, it represents the effort of a collaborative work that receive its prize with the trust
and fidelity of our customers.
Note: we have a management manual of quality, environment and safety in the office for any
consultation.
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